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Personal Paper

The slow miracle*

PHILIP KENT

Time wore on. With relentless stealth the crushing constriction
of this grim sickness increased. Weaker and weaker, more and
more pain, thinner and thinner. Limbs like matchsticks and a
neck scrawny as a turkey's. What is to happen ? I have a mount-
ing sense of terrible foreboding. Never before have I felt the
like, for with this physical withering has come a cruel sharpening
of the mind's edge and I seem to respond and alert to everything
with increasing sensitivity.

I am walking through the valley of the shadow.
Nothing helps. My knowledge of treatment is now very

extensive. You name it-I've tried it, and I might as well have
swallowed a packet of dolly mixtures except that the latter would
not have produced the frightening reactions of the former!
Perhaps plasmaphoresis ? But no, I am not suitable for this.
So there's just one thing left-immunosuppressors. Secretly I'd
always vowed to avoid these, but here I was taking azathioprine
and after a long spin interrupted by pneumonia, which might
well not have happened had I not been suppressed, it must be
abandoned, unhelpful and so unsafe.

*A sequel to "A very personal view" (14 October 1978, pp 1067-8) in which
the impact of the onset of acute rheumatoid arthritis was described.

Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 3LD
PHILIP KENT, MRCS, LRCP, general practitioner

"If you really want a miracle," said my loyal friend, "you
must try cyclophosphamide. The only miracles I've ever seen in
rampant rheumatoid arthritis have followed its use."
But do I believe in miracles ? Why, yes, of course. Something

happening for which there is no known or understood explana-
tion is miraculous. I believe the miraculous is commonplace
and everyday, provided we do not fall into the mistake of expect-
ing every miracle to be as rapid and dramatic as a conjuring trick.
The blind is touched and sees. The paralysed man walks and

the dead is suddenly alive again. All miracles. Speed miracles.
But what of the pansy seed ? Just pick one up between finger and
thumb. You cannot ? No, of course it's too small. But all we need
to do with this tiny thing is give it the support and warmth of
moist earth and presently we will be rewarded with a flower the
texture of whose petals surpasses any fabric, whose colouring
defies artistic imitation, and whose scent has never been trapped
in a bottle, and the fading flower bears behind it the promise of
eternal life locked in a seed pod. This to me is miraculous. We
have not the remotest idea or understanding of the amazing
potential spark of life carried in that tiny common seed. Blake
wrote:

"To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour."

Carefully monitored I started taking cyclophosphamide and
time ticked, and ticked, and nothing happened. Nothing bad at
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any rate, in itself encouraging. Give it the maximum chance. Still
nothing, and then influenza, short, sharp, and unpleasant.
Keep going, keep going.

Tremble of hope

I gradually realised that I was taking progressively less and
less analgesic and that the intervals between intra-articular corti-
sone injections were lengthening. I think I was an easy record
holder for number and frequency of these.

I felt the uncertain stir and tremble of hope. Blood tests stayed
safe. My haemoglobin rose and then hesitantly but with slowly
increasing momentum my viscosity fell, down and down. I
ceased to lose weight and presently started to gain, and nodules
the size of half walnuts below my elbows melted away. My
injections stopped.

All this produced a strange bewilderment. That for which I
had ached and prayed now seemed just possible, and yet I found
myself timid and apprehensive to accept and acknowledge my
enlarging fortune. But the signals were insistent, and the pressure
of this internal fermentation rising up and up overtook me as
surely as the magic of Rachmaninov's music in his third piano
concerto rising and falling and then thrusting up in marvellous
major modulation like a huge sunflower reaching up and up
towards the light, stretching the yellowgold of its petals to the sun,
and whirling like a giant catherine wheel, showers its golden
beauty in dazzling ecstasy. So this was it, my slow miracle.

I have always puzzled at the reluctance of many to accept the
miraculous, and the triumphant arrogance with which we so
often acclaim our achievements, when the achievement itself
should be a most humbling revelation and increasing demon-
stration of infinite power.

Recently man has amazed himself by travelling at speeds
which to him are tremendous, and quite incomprehensible to
the ordinary person, reaching out to Saturn and sending back to
Earth wonderful pictures. Marvellous by our standards and
measures, but surely this confirms what must have been suspec-
ted that there was even more and more and more without end or
boundary. Indeed infinite.
At the other end of the scale, the smaller we study so again the

more we find. Again infinite, so that in some strange circular
way the greatest and the smallest meet in the infinite. I am
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end.

I believe that the profession is very, very gently showing a
readiness to consider alternatives which it has hitherto totally
shunned as these did not stand tests and investigations by
disciplines and methods designed to give validity to scientifically
evolved theories. I suggest that if the testing criterion be the
wrong one then the alternative being tested is not being tested at
all.

I know that I have received a miracle. Of its origin I may never
be certain, but I have had seemingly endless time to ponder, so
that fumbling as my conclusions may be, they may possibly
enable others to re-evaluate their situations.

Hand of love

I know that love has played a major part in my recovery. The
steadfast love of my wife and family, the wonderful caring
compassion of my friend who has treated me, the amazing
support-so strong I call it love, for herein I have found lasting
and valuable friendships-of those who cared and were concer-
ned for me, especially two wonderful friends who laid their hands
on me.
Where do all these things come from? I find that for me they

have one inevitable source.
When I wrote some time ago and told of the distress and

loneliness of this foul affliction I had not expected to receive
letters from all over the world, nor to find my comments pub-
lished so widely in so many languages. Now in this Year of the

Disabled I write to encourage stricken people to seek their own
slow miracles.
Twenty-two years ago a fearsome future confronted a close

family friend who was a musician. The imminent terror of
blindness and the need for operations on the eyes, followed by
weeks of eye occlusion, confronted her.

I wrote the following which, with her permission, I reproduce.
I offer it with humbleness and thanks for my own slow miracle:

"And He smiled at me and said 'Grasp hold this hand for it is
here beside you and will lead you through the darkness of the
time ahead. Its warmth will warm you, and from its strength will
flow your strength, and from its gentle power will come your
courage, for this is the hand of love, though wounded it is
unharmed and strong and waits your touch to guide you to the
sunlight of the morning'."

(Accepted 31 March 1981)

Medical postscript

A ST JOHN DIXON

Cyclophosphamide is used in rheumatoid arthritis when other
"second line" drugs (gold injections, penicillamine, hydroxy-
chloroquin, azathioprine) have failed and the disease is pursuing
a malignant course. It is not known precisely how it works, nor
can success be automatically predicted.
There are adverse effects. Hairfall may occur, but is rare in the

low doses (50-100 mg a day) used in rheumatoid arthritis,
particularly if the dose is built up slowly from 10 mg a day.
Some suppression of the platelet count is expected, figures
above 100 x 109/1 being acceptable. Sometimes the drug causes
an unpleasant epigastric pain that seems to differ from dyspeptic
pain. More seriously, and more often in women than in men, the
drug or its metabolites, which are concentrated in the urine, may
set up haemorrhagic cystitis and pyelitis, an unpleasant and
potentially fatal complication. To avoid this patients must drink
plenty of fluids and keep the urine dilute. Finally, the drug is
thought to interfere with lymphocyte suppressor cell function,
and there is a risk that this may make it easier for various cancers
to appear.

Cyclophosphamide is therefore never likely to be widely used
in rheumatoid arthritis. But it does give us a glimpse of the poten-
tial curability of this otherwise incurable disease and "when you
need a miracle in rheumatoid arthritis, and nothing less than a
miracle will do," then cyclophosphamide may provide this.

Royal National Hospital for Rheumatic Diseases, Bath BAl 1RL
A ST JOHN DIXON, MD, FRCP, consultant physician

Does smoking affect wound healing in normal subjects ?

Smoking is not included in the long list of the many local and systemic
factors known or suspected to affect wound healing.' Although
nicotine is a potent vasospastic agent, there is no evidence that even
heavy cigarette smoking impairs the vascularity of a healthy wound.
There is no doubt, however, that the healing of a laparotomy wound
is undoubtedly indirectly affected by smoking. Both complete
dehiscence and incisional hernia have a strong association with post-
operative pulmonary complications,2 and there is a close association
between the development of postoperative chest complications and
smoking.3 For this reason (among others) smoking should be com-
pletely prohibited for as long as possible before a patient is submnitted
to routine laparotomy.

I Ellis H. Wound healing. Ann R Coll Surg Engl 1977;59:382-7.
2 Leaper DJ, Pollock AV, Evans M. Abdominal wound closure. BrJ Surg 1977;64:

603-6.
3Laszlo G, Archer GG, Darrell JH, Dawson JM, Fletcher CM. The diagnosis and

prophylaxis of pulmonary complications of surgical operation. Br37 Surg 1973;
60:129-34.
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